Studies of the Rate of Development of
the Adélie Penguin Embryo

such a recent colonizer of the Antarctic that no such
mechanism has evolved.
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In November 1967 at Hallett Station, I found that
when the Adélie penguin (Pygoscelis adeliae) egg is
laid, the embryo is at the same stage of development
and of the same size as the unincubated chick blastoderm. The naturally incubated penguin embryo
reaches the primitive streak stage in 3-4 days compared to 15-18 hours for the artificially incubated
chick embryo. In November 1968 at Hallett Station,
two studies were done to determine whether this slow
development is due to egg exposure or is the natural
rate of development at any temperature.
For the first study, eggs 0-4 hours old were collected and stored 1-5 days at 15°C. The eggs were
then incubated artificially in two groups, one at 34°C.
and the other at 38°C. Development was followed to
stage 13 of Hamburger and Hamilton (1951), equivalent to a 2-day, 19-somite chick embryo. The rate of
development at 34°C. was similar to that reported by
Herbert (1967). Even with incubation at a constant
34°C., the Adélie penguin embryo required 3-4 days
to reach the primitive streak stage. Therefore, cooling
by exposure is not the only cause of the slow early
development observed with natural incubation. Incubated at 38°C., the penguin embryo required 2-3
days to reach the primitive streak stage, and reached
stage 13 in 5 days. At 34°C., the penguin embryo
reached stage 13 in 7 days. Some factors in addition to
temperature must control the rate of development of
the penguin embryo since it could not be accelerated
to that of the chick by incubation at 38°C.
For the second study, my assistant (Mr. DeVere
Burt) observed the brooding behavior of pairs with
eggs of known (to within 4 hours) incubation age. At
comparable incubation periods, these embryos were
compared to embryos artificially incubated at 34°C.
The poor-brooding peripheral pairs lost so many first
eggs that it was not possible to compare the rate of
development of embryos incubated by good and poor
brooders. The rate of development, even with good
brooders, was found to be more variable than with
embryos incubated artificially at 34°C., probably due
to cooling of the egg associated with movements of
the brooding penguin.
This cooling is ra pid under the severe conditions
under which these penguins breed. It would seem advantageous for a bird breeding in the cold to hold the
egg (in the uterus) until embryo heat production is
higher than heat loss. The Adélie penguin may be
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Aclélie penguins (Pygoscelis adeliae) artificially displaced to featureless snow areas in Antarctica use the
sun azimuth and a biological clock to steer straight
courses NNE with respect to their home longitude.
This behavior necessitates a clockwise compensation
for sun azimuth motion at the rate of 15° per hour
(Emlen and Penney, 1964; Penney and Etnlen, 1967).
Adlie penguins released under the northern sun and
using the same system of orientation should make
errors averaging 30° azimuth per hour because of the
apparent reversed sun azimuth motion. The purpose
of the present experiment was to determine if such
errors were indeed observable.
On November 30, 1968, five pairs of penguins were
captured at 2100 hrs. (0900 hrs. GMT) at Cape Crozier, Ross Island, Antarctica (77°28'S. 169°14'E.),
and confined to individual transport boxes. By helicopters, trucks, and jet aircraft, the birds were transported to Grand Forks Air Force Base, Grand Forks
Co., North Dakota (47°47'N. 97°25'W.), within 58
hours of capture. During this period and the next six
days, the birds were subjected to varying light intensities and possible photoperiodic phase shifts due to
intermittent confinement in semidarkened boxes and a
small room with one window, and constant low-intensity fluorescent lighting.
All releases were made under clear skies on Partially snow-covered fields between 0900 and 1600 hrs.
local time (CST). Two different release sites were
used. The first, used on December 3, was a stubble
field extending approximately 650 m E-W and 900
mu N-S. The second site, used on December 5 and
6, consisted of stubble and plowed fields extending
approximatel y 800 m E-W and 750 m N-S, with few
visible landmarks.
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The penguins were released by hand one at a time
in varying directions. After the birds had moved off at
least 50 m, their bearings were recorded every 2 minutes using a survey transit until they reached a distance of 170 to 320 m. At the time of the final observation, the headings of the birds were estimated while
closely observing the birds through the 25X transit
telescope. Estimated headings, when compared to observations of the tracks of the birds, were found to be
accurate within ± 5 ' . After the final observation, we
immediately drove out to recapture the bird and returned to the release point, measuring the approximate distance by odometer. A total of 41 releases
was made with 10 birds.
Plotting the headings of the birds with respect to
true direction at the release points revealed no pre-

Shift in departure orientation and mean
vector (dashed arrow) for penguins released twice in the same day, compared
to the expected shift (solid arrow).

Change in departure orientation for penguins released
twice during the same day.
Time between Expected change in Actual change in
orientation
Bird
releases
orientation*
1
149cw
159°cw
5 hr. 20 mm.
107°cw
9
3 hr. 55 mm.
82°cw
67°cw
8
2 hr. 20 mm.
70°cw
60°cw
28°cw
1
2 hr. 15 mm.
3
2 hr. 0 mm.
12°cw
50°cw
2 hr. 40 mm.
46°cw
2
72°cw
3
2 hr. 40 mm.
73°cw
54°cw
4
2 hr. 20 mm.
74cw
5°cw
7
2 hr. 35 mm.
85°cw
72cw
5
2 hr. 30 mm.
73°cw
4°ccw
9
2 hr. 25 mm.
68°cw
65°cw
1
2 hr. 35 mm.
65°cw
73°cw
10
2 hr. 30 mm.
73°cw
53°c'
5 Calculated on the basis of true sun-azimuth motion for local latitude

and the actual time period between releases.
cw
cicckwise
counterclockwise
cow
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ferred direction. Headings plotted with respect to an
expected N. 10°E. direction for Antarctica on assumed clock settings (using Cape Crozier time) and
an expected error rate of 30° per hour also showed
no preferred direction. These results indicate either
a complete lack of orientation to the sun or, not
surprisingly, a breakdown in clock synchrony between
birds during transport from Antarctica while confined
under lighting regimes vastly dIfferent from that of
their natural habitat.
Entrainment of a circadian rhythm to a new set of
Zeitgeher takes at least a few days (Aschoff, 1967;
Hoffman, 1965), yet a predictable clockwise change in
orientation should exist for the same bird released on
two occasions just a few hours apart. In 12 of 13 such
repeat releases (see table), the change in direction
selection was clockwise and on an order of magnitude
approximating the expected error rate of 30° per
hour. In the figure, the dashed arrow is the vector
mean for the departure directions, which differs by 22°
from the expected or hypothetical shift in departure
orientation. This difference is not significant when
subjected to appropriate statistical tests (Watson and
Williams, 1956: Stephens, 1962; Batschelet, 1965), indicating that the penguins were indeed orienting to
the sun and making the expected errors. The two
birds which showed the least shift were individuals
which on both releases appeared to be attracted to a
series of white house trailers west of the release site.
This work was supported by NatiDnal Science
Foundation Grant GA-1488 and is part of a general
project concerned with the behavioral and physiological bases of Adélie penguin sun orientation. Many
people gave assistance throughout the project; special
thanks are due to officers and men of Grand Forks
Air Force Base, the Military Airlift Command, and
the U. S. Navy Antarctic Development Squadron Six.
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